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The Mantra of Great Wisdom 

Rev. Master Koten Benson 

The following is a transcript of a Dharma Talk offered by Rev. Master Koten on February 11, 
2022. It has been transcribed verbatim. 

Homage to the Buddha. 
Homage to the Dharma. 
Homage to the Sangha. 

In the Scripture of Great Wisdom, the mantra at the very end is described as the highest and most 
peerless, that which frees from suffering. It is described as clarity and as the embodiment of great 
wisdom. And it can seem somewhat anticlimactic when we get to the mantra itself, which says, 
“Going, going on beyond, and always going on beyond, always becoming Buddha. Hail! Hail! 
Hail!”  

Now, in this particular case, the mantra is the summary and essence of the scripture and is, as it 
were, the pith instructions about training in this manner. Training in the coursing of the Great 
Wisdom, the Great Wisdom gone beyond. The picking up each thing as it appears, putting it 
down when we are done with it; not extending the life of any emotion or greed, hate or delusion 
longer than it actually lasts, but simply encountering each thing, and, as I say, picking it up and 
putting it down.  

This is the essence of the instructions in meditation as well. Sit down. Put down the inner life, 
put down the external life, and sit without expectations. “Going, going,” we can understand that. 
And then, “Going on beyond. Always going on beyond. Always becoming Buddha.”  

The training itself is the becoming Buddha. The letting go of greed, hate and delusion is the 
becoming Buddha. The training in the Precepts is becoming Buddha. All our efforts: becoming 
Buddha. “Going on beyond.” Going on beyond the idea of arrival. Going on beyond the idea of 
goal. And just going on, going on, always going on. 

There are many ways to render this mantra. One of the ways, which I believe is in the Kegon 
School, says, “The heart that is not bent, the heart that is not captured, the heart that is not 



obstructed; wider, wider, ever wider.” The Pure Land tradition puts it as, “Let’s all go, let’s all go 
together.” 

So, this mantra encapsulates the whole of training, which is why it is said in the scripture how 
important it is. “The highest and most peerless mantra too. Allayer of all pain. This is the very 
truth. There is no falsehood here. This is the essence of Great Wisdom. Hear! Listen! O Buddha, 
going, going on beyond.”  

You notice the mantra begins with Buddha and ends with Buddha. “O Buddha, going, going on 
beyond and always going on beyond, always becoming Buddha.”  “Hail! Hail! Hail!” are the 
three bows, the  
Three Refuges, the three bows, the three, as it were, “continuings.”  

Let go of the past, let go of the future, let go of the present, and proceed. 

Homage to all the Buddhas in all worlds. 
      Homage to all the Bodhisattvas in all worlds. 

  Homage to the Scripture of Great Wisdom. 

News 
February 2022 

Winter here in the mountains began with very cold weather. Night-time temperatures plunged to 
-30 C and daytime to -15 C. This cold snap persisted through December and into the first part of 
January, after which it slowly began to get warmer. By maintaining hot fires in our wood stove, 
we managed to keep relatively warm in Bodhidharma Hall, our living quarters. The new 
Mandala Hall was tolerably warm, thanks to the propane heater. We also received about four feet 
of snow in one week. Fortunately, our old diesel truck and snowplow met the challenge. 

Because of the catastrophic floods in the fall, we remained mostly cut off from the outer world 
until mid-January. We were able to get groceries and supplies from a nearby town and from a 
food bank arranged by Skuppah Band, a local First Nations, who offered basic food and supplies 
which was flown in for them by helicopter. We really are grateful to the engineers and crews who 
worked tirelessly to open the roads in extreme cold weather, and to the members of Skuppah 



Band for their assistance. 

On January 21, the three of us were traveling on the Trans-Canada Highway near Savona, BC, 
when we encountered a patch of black ice. The vehicle skidded out of control across the highway 
into the ditch and overturned on its side. With the assistance of passers-by, two of us were able to 
exit the vehicle. Rev. Master Koten was taken out by paramedics who had to break the 
windshield to get to him. We were shaken up, but fortunately, no one was seriously injured. 
Emergency vehicles very quickly attended, and an ambulance took us to the regional hospital in 
the nearby city of Kamloops. The vehicle was written off. We had the use of a rental vehicle until 
we could purchase a 2019 Dodge Ram 1500 pickup truck. The truck is a four-wheel-drive crew 
cab (four doors, full-sized back seat) with low kilometres. It should suit our needs well. We were 
able to purchase this vehicle with funds left from generous monetary offerings during the 
summer fires, as well as with money donated after the accident. Great Master Dogen said: 
“When a small need arises, a small use appears. When a great need arises, a great use appears.” 
We are deeply grateful to all those who helped us at the time of the accident, and to everyone 
who made a new vehicle possible. 

We now have our own YouTube channel. The channel has the latest “Year in Pictures” slideshow 
for 2021, as well as some older clips of the Priory and an assortment of Buddhist films and 
programs that may be of interest to viewers. Here is the link: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCfRfysyzcX9xmVPrLdPQgBQ 

We were contacted by Northwest Dharma News, a publication based in Seattle, USA, requesting 
an article about our experiences with the heat, floods and fire. The article was published in 
January. Here is the link: https://northwestdharma.org/canadian-soto-zen-temple-survives-fire-
floods/#post-27294 

Throughout the winter, we have continued our daily practice of meditation within the activities 
of ordinary daily life. We held our week-long Winter Retreat in early December, and we 
celebrated the following Festival Ceremonies: The Buddha’s Enlightenment, New Year’s 
Celebration, The Buddha’s Parinirvana, and Kanzeon Ceremony. Due to increased COVID 
restrictions, we have only begun receiving local guests in the past few weeks. We are currently 
assessing the Covid situation and hope to be able to open up more widely in the spring, if the 
health authorities permit it. 
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IN GRATITUDE  

The Priory, our community, and our activities are entirely supported by the generous 
donations of congregation members and friends. We receive no outside funding from 
government agencies or the Order of Buddhist Contemplatives. We are very grateful for 
everything that we receive. 

Over the past months, in addition to many generous monetary donations, we have received the 
following: squash; fruit-cake ingredients; eggs; raisins; Cheerios; apples; oranges; sugar; coffee; 
juice; chips; salad dressing; candy; pickled asparagus; nuts; noodles; canned beans, soup, and 
fruit; soy sauce; instant noodle soup; chocolate bars; cookies; stollen bread; Pannetonne bread; 
vegetarian ham; veggie lemon chicken; ravioli; vegan spare ribs; candied ginger; chestnuts; 
peanuts; walnuts; Manuka honey; greens; Pocky chocolate; cashews; mixed nuts; Clif bars; 
noodles; pita chips; mandarin oranges; potato chips; tomato sauce; butter; instant coffee; Corn 
Flakes; bottled water; juice; chocolate oranges; Turtle chocolates; shortbread cookies; Indian 
spice snack; mixed fruits and nuts; Turkish delight; banana bread; rice cakes; apple juice; 
gingerbread cookies; blue cheese; canned fruit; chocolate biscuits; nougat; potato casserole; Ritz 
crackers; granola; tomatoes; chocolate chips; nuts; potatoes; cucumbers; lettuce; veggie meats; 
avocados; onions; Cheddar cheese; cranberry sauce; chestnuts; yogurt; apples; tofu; veggie 
sausages and burgers; cake; chocolate cookies; prune juice; green beans; German fruit cake; Tim 
Horton doughnuts; coffee whitener; croissants; hazelnuts; torte; sunflower oil; muffins; gluten 
tidbits; mushroom sauce; muesli; peppers; Pepsi; salt; food and snacks for dogs and cat; a small 
frying pan; sidewalk salt; Christmas wrapping paper; towels; bath mats; a long pillow; 
microfiber cloths; battery candles; a hook; socks; hand sanitizer; toilet paper; a pasta machine; 
stuffed green frogs; rosaries and other Buddhist items; a carved Indonesian Garuda bird; 
disinfectant cleaner; dish soap; laundry detergent; paper towels; drying towel; masks; antiseptic 
wipes. Thank you to David and his family and AG Foods, who generously donated a Christmas 
hamper to us and every family in the Lytton area; to Skuppha Indian Band for their kindness and 
generosity; to Kumsheen Rafting Resort, who have kept their doors open through the winter to 
offer a place for people to gather; and thank you to everyone who offered prayers and the merit 
of your training, which sustained us over these past difficult months. 

A meditation group of the OBC is located in Edmonton, Alberta. For information, please contact: 



Edmonton Buddhist Meditation Group 
10825-80 Ave. 
Edmonton, AB.  
T6E1V9 

Web: www.serenereflection.org 

Phone: (780) 433-3088 

Shasta Abbey Retreat Schedule 
Mar. 22-24     Silent Meditation Retreat 

Apr. 1-3          Introductory Retreat 

May 22-29.     The Keeping of the Ten Precepts Retreat 

June 10-12.      Introductory Retreat 

June 21-26.      “Practices that Lead to Liberation” Retreat 

For more information, please contact:  

Shasta Abbey, 
3724 Summit Dr. 
Mt. Shasta, CA96067-9102 U.S.A. 

Phone: (530) 926-4208 

http://www.serenereflection.org
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